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I. GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
 A. INTRODUCTION 
 
  This Manual describes a Plan for the Inspection, Operation, and   
  Maintenance (IOM) of the Post Lake Dam (Dam).  This manual will be  
  periodically reviewed and updated to reflect any changes and provide the  
  most current information. 
 
  This manual was prepared for the Post Lake Protection and Rehabilitation  
  District (District), to conform with Chapter NR 333 Dam Design and   
  Construction Standards. 
 

This Manual, along with other important records of the Dam, will be kept 
on file at the District Office, located at W8684 County Hwy K, Elcho, WI 
54428. 

 
 B. PURPOSE 
 
  The purpose of this IOM Plan is to provide the District, its Officials, and  
  its Dam Operator(s) with: 

 Guidelines for the operation, inspection, and maintenance of the 
Dam 

 Forms which are used to document IOM activities 
 A Consistent source of information into the future 

 
 C. DESCRIPTION OF POST LAKE DAM 
 
  Post Lake Dam is located in Section 15 in the Town of Elcho.  The Dam is  
  located under and adjacent to the Clear Lake Road Bridge over the Wolf  
  River.  The impoundment created by the Dam is called Upper and Lower  
  Post Lake, which are located in Sections 2, 3, 10, 11, 14, 15, 22, 23, and   
  26 in the Town of Elcho in Langlade County, and in Sections 34 and 35 in  
  the Town of Schoepke in Oneida County. 
 
  The Wolf River flows from the north into Upper Post (approximately 757  
  acres), under Langlade County Highway K, and into Lower Post Lake  
  (approx 377 acres).  The Dam is located at the northeast end of Lower  
  Post Lake.   
 
  The Wolf River downstream of the Dam flows east and south.  There are  
  permanent and seasonal residences downstream of the Dam, on both  
  banks of the River. 
 



  Numerous permanent residences, seasonal residences, and commercial  
  buildings are located along and around the Wolf River upstream and  
  Upper and Lower Post Lakes. 
 
  A dam has been at this location since the late 1800’s.  The current dam  
  structure was built in 1932.  The dam has been routinely maintained.  In  
  1986, the ownership of the Dam was formally conveyed to the District, and 
  responsibility for the Dam’s operation, inspection and maintenance was  
  assumed by the District through their Board and Employees. 
 
  The Dam is a concrete structure, with earthen embankments on the north  
  and south ends.  The dam includes a permanent spillway, and three  
  movable steel gates. 
 
  Dams in Wisconsin are regulated by several statutes including State  
  Statute 31, Chapter NR 330, Chapter NR 333, and Chapter NR 335. 
 

The dam is currently classified as a Large Dam, due to its height and the 
amount of water impounded.  The Dam is considered Low Hazard (low 
hazard rating approval from Bill Sturtevant (DNR) on December 6, 2017).  
 
DNR maintains a database of dam information, a copy of the Post Lake 
Dam information is found in Appendix 1. 

 
 D. ORGANIZATION AND PERSONNEL 
 
  The District is the Owner and Operator of the Post Lake Dam. 
 
  The voters of the District elect a Board of Commissioners to manage the  
  affairs of the District, including Operation, Inspection and Maintenance of  
  the Dam. 
 
  The District employs a Dam Tender to manage the day-to-day operation of 
  the Dam.   The Dam Tender performs routine operational, inspection, and  
  maintenance activities on a regular basis.  Activities include monitoring  
  water levels, adjusting gate settings to regulate water level, observes the  
  overall condition of the dam and appurtenance facilities, performing  
  routine maintenance, and communicating with the Board. 
 
  The Board is responsible for recommending the budgeting funds for dam  
  operation, for supervising the routine operation, inspection, and   
  maintenance of the dam, and also for coordinating non-routine   
  maintenance requirements.  The Board is also responsible for regulatory  
  compliance, including preparation of the required plans and managing of  
  inspections  
   



  A list of key Dam Officials is included as Appendix 2.  
 
II. OPERATION 

The key operational activities at the Dam are: Monitoring the day-to-day safety 
and condition of the Dam, monitoring water level, and adjusting the gate settings 
to regulate water level. 

 
 These activities are performed by the Dam Tender.  The Dam Tender routinely 
 observes the status at the Dam, including the water level.  Unexpected 
 conditions are addressed directly or brought to the attention of the Board. 
 

The minimum and maximum water level of Post Lake is established by the Order 
of The Department of Natural Resources dated May 31, 1994 (DNR 1994 Order, 
a copy of which is included as Appendix 3).  The water level at the dam is 
monitored at a gage on the concrete gatewall.   The gates of the Dam are 
adjusted as needed to keep the level within the normal operating range.  The 
Dam Tender needs to monitor water levels and weather forecasts.  The Dam 
Tender may at times need to adjust gates in anticipation of rain events in order to 
keep the operating level within the prescribed range. 
 
An existing staff gauge located on the north pier with numbers shown on gauge 
corresponding to the local datum. A range from 95 to 96, being a 12’ range, has 
been established by the DNR as the minimum to maximum water levels the lakes 
shall be kept at. An additional gauge will be placed along side of the existing 
gauge that will portray these numbers as sea level elevations (95=1519.37 and 
96=1520.37). 

 
The Dam is located downstream of the Little Rice Dam; contact Jeremy Holtz 
with the DNR (jJeremy.holtz@wisconsin.gov or 715-365-8999) with questions 
about the operation of the Little Rice Dam.  

 
The Dam Tender completes a Monthly Log Sheet (see Appendix 4), noting on a 
daily basis the water level and positioning of the three gates.  The Monthly Log 
Sheet is filed with the other important records of the Dam and filed at the 
PLP&RD office. 

 
III. INSPECTION 
 
 Inspections are an important part of dam safety in that early detection of potential 
 problems can prevent large maintenance expenses, and can prevent small 
 issues from growing into serious or emergency events. 
 Inspections at the Post Lake Dam can be categorized into four types: 
 
 1. Daily inspection by Dam Tender - As part of his routine responsibilities,  
  the Dam Tender is in position to observe conditions and detect any   
  unusual or suspicious events.  Should the Dam Tender observe any such  
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  non-routine situation, and after significant high-water or flooding events,  
  a Dam Inspection Report (Appendix 5) should be filled out.  This will be a  
  communication tool to Dam Officials and will provide a record of actions  
  taken, maintenance performed, and planning needed.  Once any required  
  action is completed, the Dam Inspection Report should be filed with the  
  other important records of the Dam at the PLP&RD office. 
 
 2. Regular Monthly Inspection - Every month the Dam Tender and possibly  
  other officials should perform a routine inspection using the “Dam   
  Inspection Report” checklist to aide in the process.  The report again will  
  serve as a communication tool and may trigger planned maintenance  
  activity.  The Dam Inspection Report should be filed with the other   
  important records of the Dam. 
  

3. Inspection - Since the Dam is classified as a Large, Low-Hazard dam, 
Chapter NR 333 requires an inspection by a Licensed Engineer at ten 
year intervals. The inspection was last performed in 2015 by Ayres & 
Associates. DNR has prepared an inspection checklist 
(http://dnr.wi.gov/topic/Dams/InspectionOwner.html) which may be used 
as the basis for this inspection.  This in-depth inspection should take place 
mid-year, after winter conditions and the traditional high water levels and 
flows associated with spring runoff. This inspection evaluates if/how the 
dam has changed.  In addition to visual observation, it includes photos 
and measurements which will document the dam’s condition over longer 
periods of time.  This inspection also verifies that any required drawings or 
other records are kept up-to-date. This inspection will provide 
documentation that will be useful in evaluating long-term maintenance 
requirements. This inspection will be filed by the District with the other 
important operating files of the Dam.  State code requires that copies of 
this inspection report be submitted to DNR. The DNR will issue a 
concurrence letter that will include action items and deadlines. 

 
4. DNR Ten-Year inspection - A Water Management Engineer from the DNR 

performs a thorough inspection every 10 years.  The report which is 
provided to the District Board, points out condition-based maintenance 
needs in addition to identifying compliance issues related to IOM Plan and 
EAP. This report will possibly specify actions which the District needs to 
accomplish along with a specified deadline.  In addition to performing 
those action items, the District should fill the 10-year Inspection Report 
with other important records of the Dam.  DNR Ten-Year inspections were 
most recently performed in 1986, 1997, 2007 and 2017. 

 
IV MAINTENANCE 
 
 The Dam is constructed of concrete, steel, earth, rock, and other materials all of 
 which may be subject to wear and tear, deterioration, and occasional failure.  

http://dnr.wi.gov/topic/Dams/InspectionOwner.html


 Results of the various Inspections performed (Daily, Non-routine, Monthly, 
 Annual, and DNR Ten-Year) will dictate the extent and frequency of maintenance 
 required. 
 

Routine Maintenance activities will generally be performed by the Dam Tender or 
other trained Dam Officials, and will be documented through use of the Dam 
Inspection Report forms. The following items, at a minimum, need to be 
completed annually: 
• Mowing and brushing of embankments 
• Monitor concrete  
• Operate gates 

 
 Larger, non-routine maintenance activities may be performed by Dam Officials or 
 by qualified contractors and will be funded through the regular budgeting process 
 of the District. 
 
 The District works under an annual budget which is approved by the voters at its 
 Annual Meeting.  Routine, on-going maintenance needs are covered by the 
 regular operating budget.  Larger, non-routine expenses need to be specifically 
 planned and included as line items in the budget. The Board of Commissioners 
 has authority to expend funds from reserves in the event of an emergency 
 expense not budgeted. 
 

Budget records should be filed with the important records of the Dam. 
Maintenance records should also be filed with the important records of the Dam 
at the PLP&RD office.    

 
 
V. ATTACHMENTS 
 

1. DNR Dam Summary Sheet 
2. List of Key Dam Officials 
3. DNR Order 1994 
4. Monthly Log Sheet 
5. Dam Tender’s Inspection Report 
6. Location Map 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 









 
          ATTACHMENT 2 
 
 
 
 
KEY DAM OFFICIALS AND CONTACT INFORMATION 
 
 
 
 
 
POST LAKE PROTECTION AND REHABILITATION DISTRICT 
  
 P O BOX 248 
 ELCHO, WI 54428 
 
  
 CHAIRMAN-    JOHN STEBER 
      920-390-0405 
 
 SECRETARY-   PHIL MCGRATH 
      773-450-5096 
 
 COMMISSIONER-   JEFF MCKINNEY 
      715-216-2530 
 
  
 
DISTRICT EMPLOYEES: 
 
 DAM TENDER     KEN WEST 
      715-275-3018 
 
 RELIEF DAM TENDER  JERRY BURNS 
      715-275-4070 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 











         ATTACHMENT 5 
POST LAKE DAM 
    
DAM TENDER’S INSPECTION REPORT  ____________ 
          DATE 
 
______ ROUTINE MONTHLY INSPECTION 
 
______ NON-ROUTINE EVENT ______ FLOOD/ HIGH WATER 
 
      ______ OTHER (DESCRIBE) 
 
 
 
       ITEM OF    ACTION 
INSPECTION AREA  OK?  CONCERN   TAKEN 
 
SPILLWAYS BLOCKED?   ____ 
 
RIPRAP    ____ 
 
GATES/ OPERATORS  ____ 
 
CONCRETE-  
 CRACKING?  ____ 
 
 JOINT SPREADING? ____ 
 
EMBANKMENT 
 EROSION   ____ 
 
 CLUMPING   ____ 
 
 SEEPAGE   ____ 
 
 TREES, VEGETATION ____ 
 
SAFETY SIGNS   ____ 
 
SECURITY FENCE   ____ 
 
OTHER: 



 Attachment 6 

 




